In return for Oscar Goldman's help in having the O.S.I. technicians restructure her body, Jaime Sommers performed high-risk assignments for the U.S. government agency...

But when Jaime Sommers isn't working for O.S.I., she does the job she loves most...

Try to remember, Rico. I didn't study last night, Miss Sommers.
I'll telephone your mother tonight, Rico. She won't scold you. I just want to chat with her.

My mother likes talking to you, Miss Sommers.

It's three o'clock, children. I'll see you all Monday morning. Have a nice weekend.

Is anything wrong, Rico?

Grandfather Mills called yesterday. Mother let me speak to him.

Grandfather said if I'd come to live with him, he'd give me a pony and a puppy. Then he talked to mother and she cried. Grandfather can't make me stay with him. Can he?

Of course not, Rico! You belong with your mother.

Of course, Rico! You belong with your mother.

The bionic woman was worried about Rico Mills... son of a beautiful woman from Mexico and her rich daredevil husband... Jonathan Mills, killed in a Grand Prix race car.

Poor Rico... His millionaire grandfather keeps trying to take him from Anita. She's so... - that man... a stranger... is telling Rico his mother sent him for Rico!
LOOKING AROUND QUICKLY, THE BIONIC WOMAN SAW THERE WAS NO ONE NEAR HER, NO ONE WATCHING, SO SHE RAN... AS ONLY JAIME SOMMERS CAN RUN...

Blast the luck... where did she come from?

He made Rico...

Get in...

The car!

So sorry I walked in front of your car, Rico. Who is this man?

Mind your own business! I'm taking the kid with me.

Rico is my friend. I'll bring him to Mrs. Mills.

You're gonna get hurt, lady!

He tried to start the car. Jaime Sommers squeezed his wrist in her bionic hand, and...

Aaaaaaahhh! Let go, you're crushing my wrist!

Rico, get out of the man's automobile.
I'm sure this one will sell at a good price! It has to if Rico and I are going to eat next month!

Anita, why are you so stubborn? Rico's grandfather offered you more money than you'll ever need!

Grandfather Mills disowned his own son — my husband, Rico's father — and refused to speak to me! He wouldn't help my husband when he needed help... now, I won't accept a penny from him!
THE SCHOOL TEACHER IS STILL IN THE BEACH HOUSE. WE'LL WAIT TILL SHE LEAVES TO GRAB THE BOY.

CAN WE GO SWIMMING, MOTHER?

YES, RICO. JAIME, I'VE GOT A BATHING SUIT FOR YOU TOO.

I'D LOVE TO, ANITA, BUT I'VE GOT EXAM PAPERS TO CORRECT. MAYBE SOME OTHER TIME.

THE KID CAME OUT OF THE HOUSE. HE'S WEARING SWIM TRUNKS.

OKAY, HARVEY, WE'LL GRAB HIM NOW.

THE BIONIC EAR OF JAIME SOMMERS PICKED UP BOTH ENDS OF THE CONVERSATION. SHE KNEW THEY MEANT TO KIDNAP RICO MILLS, BUT SHE KEPT GOING...

THEY'RE GOING TO TAKE RICO AWAY FROM HIS MOTHER... HIS GRANDFATHER WILL DO ANYTHING TO GET HIS GRANDSON! I'LL GO BACK... BUT I DON'T WANT THEM TO SEE ME.

THERE'LL BE TWO OR THREE... I'LL MAKE SURE THEY DON'T HURT RICO OR ANITA.

WHO ARE YOU? WHAT DO YOU WANT?

RELAX, MRS. MILLS. YOU AND THE BOY WON'T GET HURT.
RUN, RICO! DON'T LET THEM CATCH YOU!

DON'T BE SCARED, RICO!

LEAVE MY MOTHER ALONE!

DON'T MAKE IT TOUCH ON YOURSELF OR THE BOY, MRS. MILLS!

Far down the beach, the Bionic Woman heard the boy's defiant cry! She kicked off her shoes and...

QUIT SQUIRMIN', RICO! I DON'T WANNA HURT...

LET HIM GO!

You some kinda nut? Keep away or--

--I'LL SHOOT THE WOMAN!

Jonathan-- Mills didn't tell you to shoot anybody, mister. You're bluffing!

You think so? Maybe...
The Bionic Woman was unconscious as three 'Private Investigators' drove Anita Mills, her son, Rico, and Jaime Sommers into the hills above Ventura Air Force Base...

He shot me... I didn't think he would... I don't feel any pain...

I just can't think straight!

Mr. Mills is waitin' inside the house.
I'm sorry this happened, Anita. I didn't want it like this but you were too stubborn to let me visit my grandson!

I was angry, Mr. Mills. I still am! Just because you have a lot of money...

...you think you can tell everyone around you what to do! That's why you drove your only son away. It's why Jon and I never visited you... before he was killed in the race car.

Is it wrong for me to want to see my only living relative? Rico, there's a palomino pony in back...

I don't want your old pony!

Come back, Rico!
But the cliff wasn't the only danger... in the sunbaked California hills there are snakes... the deadly pit viper we call the rattlesnake!

Even I can't reach him in time... but my bionic arm can do the job!
The frightened boy leaped backward... one step too far!

Look out, Rico!

A moment later, Rico's mother and his grandfather arrive... both paralyzed with fear for Rico Mills!

Rico! Don't move!

Let me go! I've got to try to save him!

Calm her down, Mr. Mills! I think I can reach Rico in time!
Rico, stay calm...

Mr. Mills, I'll need a rope.

The Bionic Woman wanted to take no chances... if she went down 30 feet to the ledge, she could tie Rico securely and they'd haul him up, but just then...

No! You'll be killed!

This is the only way, now!

CRACK

There isn't time!

Hold on, Rico!

Miss Sommers—help!

Help!
I'VE GOT YOU, RICO!

THE BIONIC WOMAN STRAINED MIGHTILY TO HOLD THE BOY'S SWEATY WRIST... INCH BY INCH, SHE DREW HIM BACK TO SAFETY!

JAIME... THANK GOD YOU SAVED HIM!

STOP BAWLING, ANITA. RICO IS SAFE!

YOU'RE STRONG, GRANDFATHER! STRONGER THAN MISS SOMMERS, EVEN!

I WAS AFRAID SHE WAS GOING TO DROP ME FROM THE LEDGE!

YOU'RE A SURE-FOOTED YOUNG LADY!

WHAT WAS MOST AMAZING WAS THE WAY YOU LEAPED TO THE LEDGE 30 FEET BELOW!

WHAT WAS MOST AMAZING—WAS... I HAD TO USE MY LEFT ARM TO PULL RICO TO SAFETY... THAT'S MY NON-BIONIC ARM!

WHILE I WAS STUCK DOWN THERE, MOTHER, I WAS THINKING... I'D LIKE FOR US TO VISIT UP HERE WITH GRANDFATHER!

I DID SOME THINKING, TOO, DEAR... AND I THOUGHT THE SAME THING!

End
This was the test apparatus devised by Dr. Rudy Wells to determine the effectiveness of Jaime Sommers' bionic components! At a signal from Oscar Goldman, the Bionic Woman began to sprint... faster and faster...

Dr. Rudy Wells' hand moved to a radio remote control...

Now, even though Jaime Sommers sprinted desperately at top speed, her bionic powers were only the equal of a crack athlete... her running speed was about 13 miles per hour...

Gasp...

Legs heavy...

Puff...

Incredible! 68 miles per hour? Isn't that great, Oscar?

Too good, Rudy! Cut the radio remote switch back to Stage 1!

Perc, Jaime. Now she's exhausted.

Good! There'll be less chance of the wrong people learning about her bionic capabilities.
W-what happened, Rudy? Suddenly, I... I felt weak!

It's the way ordinary people feel after they've been running hard. Get used to it!

I've decided it will be best to have you function normally except when I assign you to a high-risk mission for O.S.I.

So, the Bionic Woman is no longer able to run at amazing speed or have incredible strength in her bionic right arm.

I'm always glad to be back here after a session with Oscar and Rudy in the Office of Strategic Intelligence Lab!

Joey just told his friend a secret... and I heard him whisper it fifty feet away! I still have bionic hearing!

That afternoon, when school ended, Jaime came out and found...

We meet again, Jaime. Surprised? I heard your car when you drove up. Oscar, the ear you had Rudy give me is still super-keen!
Tell me, Oscar, what does O.S.I. want me to do?

You're flying to Algiers. Take-off time in one hour.

I think I'll like that, Oscar. What's the assignment?

A recently paroled terrorist leader has been offered sanctuary in Algiers.

At the airport, the Bionic Woman was fitted with a stewardess's uniform and briefed on her flight duties. Then...

Oscar Kaleski has a lot of enemies, Jaime. O.S.I. has been informed his own organization believes he informed on them. They may want to kill him...

So you want me to babysit Kaleski all the way to Algiers?

It's no joke, Jaime. There are more than 300 passengers on this flight. Any one of them may be planning to kill Kaleski.

Fasten your seat belt, Mr. Kaleski. We're about to take off.
He hasn't recognized us, Manuel. I'd like to terminate that traitor right now.

When we're over the Atlantic, Maureen.

Fidel Castro's police will arrest them in Cuba. They'll be executed for murder! They're stupid... but dangerous!

Less than five hours later, the giant jet streaked eastward out over the Atlantic.

Captain, I have information that at least two terrorists are aboard. They plan to murder Oscar Kaleski!

Stand by, stewardess. I'll radio Miami. They'll probably order me to turn back and land there.

Manuel, we're turning back!

I didn't have time to contact Oscar... and he hasn't returned my bionic powers!
DON'T MOVE, BLONDIE!

I was afraid they'd freak out when the plane turned back...

WAIT, MANUEL! I didn't inform on anyone! DON'T KILL ME!

Right, Amigo! Manuel... your favorite hit man!

NOW, THE BROTHERS VOTED... they told me to hit you!

THEY'D FREAK OUT when the plane turned back...

THAT FANATIC is going to shoot Kaleski... and if he does, the bullet might puncture the jet's skin... and the plane might disintegrate!

NOW... THE BIONIC WOMAN had to rely on skill now... not bionic strength! The young terrorist with the knife was alert, but Jaime was fast...
Aaaaaa... you'll break my arm! I'll do it unless your friend drops the gun! Do as she says, Manuel!

As Jaime reached down for the knife, she thought she had the situation under control...

Thud!

Thanks, Gerda. Go forward and order the pilot to fly due east. I'll handle her!
In Washington, Oscar Goldman got the news on the O.S.I. telex.

What is it, Oscar?

Terrorists have seized the Jumbo Jet! They've forced the pilot to fly due east!

Rudy! Jaime's bionic power pack are set on stage I... get down to your remote control radio and change the setting to stage II!

The remote control unit is in my laboratory and it's short range! Jaime's at least a thousand miles away by now!

Get down there! I'll think of something!

At that moment, at 42,000 feet above the South Atlantic...

Don't try to be a hero, Blondie!

Don't try, Chou-Chou. She almost broke my neck with that karate chop!

Attention, please. I am Captain Lundigan. This aircraft will be flown to Cuba. We will land in fifteen minutes. Please remain calm. These people are not bluffing.

Just try something, Blondie. I'd love to mess up that pretty face!
Something is happening to... my legs feel strange... and my right arm...

Dr. Wells somehow switched my bionic energy cells back to full power!

I'm going to mess you up! For what you did to me, sweetie...

That hurts... please let me alone!

The terrorist laughed coldly and lifted her knife. She intended to punish Jaime Sommers... but it was a mistake to try!

You've got this coming, sister!

Aaaaagghh!
DON'T MOVE!

THE TERRORIST NAMED MANUAL WHEELED... JAIME WAS A DOZEN FEET AWAY, SO HE AIMED CAREFULLY...

SLAM

I'LL KILL YOU, YOU...

BLAM.

YOU—GERDA—DROP THE GUN!

COOL IT, STEW... I'M NOT GETTING SHOT FOR THE BROTHERS!

IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN OVER THEN... BUT FATE HAD ONE LAST PUNCH-LINE TO END THE FARCE. THE TERRORIST'S DROPPED GUN WENT OFF!
THE JUMBO JET CAPTAIN TURNED THE 747 BACK TO MIAMI... LOSING ALTITUDE, AIR BRAKES FLARED, LANDING GEAR DOWN, THE MAIN TRUCKS THUMPED DOWN BUT THE NOSE WHEELS DIDN'T MOVE... THE HYDRAULIC LINE HAD BEEN CUT BY THE TERRORIST BULLET!

THE WHEEL IS JAMMED. PERHAPS I CAN KICK IT LOOSE!

I'VE GOT A WARNING LIGHT. THERE IS ZERO HYDRAULIC PRESSURE IN THE NOSE-WHEEL SYSTEM.

REQUEST POLICE TO COME ABOARD FOR THREE TERRORISTS. THE SPECIAL STEWARDESS REQUESTS TRANSPORTATION TO WASHINGTON BE ARRANGED. URGENT PRIORITY.

THE BIONIC WOMAN LET HERSELF DOWN IN THE WHEEL WELL, AND...

A GIRL CAN'T BUDGE THOSE - GOOD LORD, SHE'S MOVING THEM!

LATER...

JAIME ALMOST GOT KILLED BECAUSE SHE DIDN'T HAVE BIONIC POWER RUSH. FROM NOW ON, WE KEEP HER POWER PACKS FULLY CHARGED!

End
BIRTH OF THE BIONIC WOMAN

When the Bionic Woman was first introduced to the world on the "SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN" program, viewers everywhere fell in love with Jaime Sommers. Probably every reader of this Charlton Comic will have seen THE BIONIC WOMAN on television. But some of you may have missed the first program in which she appeared and the tragedy that almost killed the beautiful tennis pro who had been a childhood chum of Steve Austin when they both went to school in Anandale, California.

To refresh your memories, Jaime (the spelling is correct) Sommers has just received a welcome home for one of Anandale's two celebrities. She's famous for being one of the greatest lady tennis players in the world.

When Steve hears she's home, he goes to meet her
and they have a fine time reviewing their old friendship. They were just good friends when they went to school together and now Steve learns that Jaime is engaged to another and realizes that he doesn't want her to marry anyone but him.

Jaime breaks her engagement and she and Steve begin seeing each other, horseback riding, playing tennis, swimming — and skydiving. It is when Steve and Jaime bail out that the trouble comes. Steve's chute opens and he lands safely but Jaime's chute collapses and she plummets to earth.

Not even Steve's frantic bionic run to catch her is in time and Jaime is seriously injured. The doctors promise to do their best to repair her broken body but both legs are broken, her shoulder is smashed and her ear drum destroyed. There is only so much a human body can take.

Steve makes a desperate call to Oscar Goldman, head of the Office of Strategic Intelligence, and begs Oscar to get the same surgical team headed by Dr. Rudy Welles to help Jaime. Oscar sympathizes but sees no way to justify the expense of helping Steve's friend.

But Steve convinces Oscar that Jaime can be valuable in the future so Oscar succeeds in cutting red tape and sends Dr. Rudy Welles with his team to equip Jaime Summers with bionic replacements for her smashed legs, arm, and ear.

The operation is apparently fully successful and Jaime works with Steve to familiarize her with bionic capabilities. Jaime volunteers for a mission for O.S.I. and she goes to a foreign criminal's estate in company with Steve, her mission to open a vault which will be simple for her because she has bionic hearing and can hear the tumblers inside the combination lock. But Jaime's bionic replacements are being rejected by her body and they don't function perfectly. Steve has to rescue her and Jaime can't explain later what went wrong. But Steve sees her arm malfunction and then Jaime begins to have terrific pain and she flies from the hospital at bionic speed.

He finally finds her unconscious and thinks she's dead, carries her as fast as possible to the hospital where Dr. Welles and his group are waiting.

Brain surgery is required to save Jaime. After the successful operation, Jaime returns to her home town and moves into the barn of the property of Jim and Helen Elgin, Steve's stepfather and mother.

Now, Jaime is able to reach school in her home town and her memory returns. She remembers that she and Steve were engaged to be married and she hopes that some day she will feel the same love for him again but, meanwhile, they continue to be good friends.

In gratitude for Oscar Goldman's assistance, Jaime insists that he give her high-risk assignments for O.S.I.

While The Bionic Woman can perform amazing feats, she is still a sweet lady and very feminine. The Bionic Woman is fantastically popular on television and we hope that she'll be equally popular in comics.

The End
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